మల
{॥ మల ॥}
గ: కరహర, ల: ఆ
ఆ ల నమఽ పరహ స ।
య  ధనం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౧॥
స న ల నమఽ    ।
ం  ధనం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౨॥
 ల నమఽ హ  స ।
ం  కం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౩॥
ధన ల నమఽ సర   ।
ధనం  యం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౪॥
న ల నమఽ సభరణ  ।
నం  ధనం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౫॥
 ల నమఽ క కలష  ।
ం  యం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౬॥
గజ ల నమఽ సర వ స ।
అంశ లం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౭॥
ర ల నమఽ పశ  స ।
రం  బలం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౮॥
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జయ ల నమఽ సర ర జయ ।
జయం  భం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౯॥
గ ల నమఽ ంగల వ ।
గం  యం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౧౦॥
  ల నమఽ వ స ల   ।
 ం  యం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౧౧॥
ఆగ ల నమఽ సర గ ర ।
ఆ  యం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౧౨॥
ద ల నమఽ సర   ।
 ం  యం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౧౩॥
న ర ల నమఽ సలంర  ।
పం  యం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౧౪॥
జ ల నమఽ      ।
ం  యం  సర ంశ   ॥ ౧౫॥
మంగ మంగ ంగ మంగల  ।
మంగరం మంగ ంగలం   స ॥ ౧౬॥
సర మంగల ంగ  సర  ।
శర యమ  య నఽ ॥ ౧౭॥
భం భవ క ఆగ సమ ।
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మమ శ య ప  నఽ ॥ ౧౮॥
ప  నఽ, ప  నఽ॥

Salutations to the Adi LakShmi, who is the embodiment of the Absolute,
give me fame, give me wealth, fulfill all my desires. 1
Salutations to Santhana LakShmi, who is the giver of sons and grandsons
give me sons, give me wealth, fulfill all my desires. 2
Salutations to Vidya LakShmi, who is the embodiment of the Highest
Knowledge of the Absolute
give me knowledge, give me the arts, fulfill all my desires. 3
Salutations to Dhana LakShmi, who is the destroyer of all forms of poverty
give me wealth, give me prosperity, fulfill all my desires. 4
Salutations to Dhanya LakShmi, who is decorated with all ornaments
give me food grains, give me wealth, fulfill all my desires. 5
Salutations to medhA LakShmi, who is the destroyer of the evil
effects of Kali Yuga
give me wisdom or awareness, give me prosperity, fulfill all my desires. 6
Salutations to Gaja LakShmi, who is the embodiment of all the Gods
give me horses and cows, fulfill all my desires. 7
Salutations to Dhira LakShmi, who is the embodiment of Absolute Energy
give me valour, give me strength, fulfill all my desires. 8
Salutations to Jaya LakShmi, the giver of success in all endeavours
give me victory or success, give me auspicousness, fulfill all my desires. 9
Salutations to bhagya lakShmi, who fosters auspiciousness
give me good fortune, give me prosperity, fulfill all my desires. 10
Salutations to siddhi lakShmi, who abides in the chest of Vishnu
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give me success or attainment, give me prosperity, fulfill all my desires. 11
Salutations to Arogya Laksmi, who destroys all diseases and illnesses
give me long life, give me prosperity, fulfill all my desires. 12
Salutations to Siddha lakShmi, the giver of all siddhis
(attainments or spiritual powers)
give me siddhis, give me prosperity, fulfill all my desires. 13
Salutations to Saundarya LakShmi, one who shines with all decorations
give me beauty, give me prosperity, fulfill all my desires. 14
Salutations to Samrajya LakShmi, who gives enjoyment and liberation
give me liberation, give me prosperity, fulfill all my desires. 15
Oh Auspicious one, giver of all forms of auspiciousness such as the mangalyam
for the sake of auspiciousness, oh auspicious one, always give me mAngalayam. 16
I salute and take refuge in Narayani, the three-eyed one, who gives
all auspiciousness,
who is herself auspicuous and who fulfils all desires. 17
Salutations to the Flame of the lamp, which gives auspiciousness
and prosperity, gives long and disease free life and destroys all my enemies .18
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